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		YOUR LOCAL WINDOW CLEANING COMPANY

		Owner: Ian Kennedy

		Serving: Melbourne, Palm Bay, and the Space Coast Area, FL, including Cape Canaveral, Cocoa Beach, Merritt Island, and Rockledge

	

	
		
	
	We're located at:

		2885 Electronics Dr Unit D1, Melbourne FL 32935
	
	


	
		(321) 757-7299	
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Welcome to Fish Window Cleaning! We are your local window washing company for the Space Coast region of East Central Florida.

Call for a free estimate!

(321) 757-7299
 

"Our specialty is in giving you perfectly clean windows, and we are ready to serve your business or home. Our window cleaners are trained to provide the superior customer service you expect when in the workplace or the quiet environment of your home. Window cleaning is our profession. It’s not just a job we do, and we treat it that way." 
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             Your Home

            

                         We provide cleaning of all types of windows, even the hard to reach ones of your home. You can rely on Fish Window Cleaning to take the utmost care of your residence as we clean your windows. We wear fresh shoe covers as we enter your home and use cloth pads under each window as we clean it to protect your carpet and wood floors. We work quietly and quickly as we move from room to room to cause the least disruption. We even introduce our team to you before we start cleaning so you know exactly who will be giving your windows a spectacular shine. 

            Learn more about our services for your home. 
            

            The windows were so clean that it looked like there was no glass. We were extremely happy and the price was great for the amount of windows in our house." - Michele

            




	
            Your Business

            We maintain storefronts and commercial buildings, helping you to achieve a polished look to give your customers a good impression. We provide cleanings ranging from weekly to annually, tailoring our services to the needs of your business. Regardless of your budget, we can put together a program for you. We’ve led the industry with a premiere safety program to ensure the protection of our customers and cleaners. We also provide the peace of mind that licensed, bonded, and insured window cleaners will be maintaining the appearance of your business. 

            Learn more about our services for your business.

            

            "We are very happy with our service and are so glad we made the decision to have someone clean the windows at our business professionally. We understand that a customer's first impression as they walk in is very important." - Cathy S.
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            Why have we grown to be the largest window cleaning company in the world?

            	Hassle free service
	We are committed to customer satisfaction
	Trained and uniformed professionals
	Premier safety program
	Customized cleaning schedules
	We care
	We show up


            Let us come by and give you a free on-site estimate. It would be our pleasure to add you to our list of satisfied customers. Contact us today!

            

            Servicing: Melbourne, Viera, Suntree, Palm Bay, Melbourne Beach, Indialantic, Indian Harbor Beach, Satellite Beach and beyond.	 	
            

            30 seconds - Who is Fish Window Cleaning - Descriptive Transcript
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	“The windows were so clean that it looked like there was no glass. We were extremely happy and the price was great for the amount of windows in our house. I hope Ian will set up a service to call every 6 months or 3 months to keep up with the windows.... Thanks,“ - Michele

“I did not have to tell him what needed to be done. He went right to work and his work was excellent and I have already told my friends. I would not ever do my own windows again!!“ - Joanne C.

“I have no complaints. It was perfect. I have referred them to others. He is an exceptional person. He does wonderful work.“ - Sandy N.

“Bobby did an awesome job. Very polite, courteous, good natured and prompt. I would definitely recommend this company and will call them again.“ - Jan B.

“We are very happy with our service and are so glad we made the decision to have someone clean the windows at our business professionally. We understand that a customer's first impression as they walk in is very important.“ - Cathy S.

“Wonderful service. I will be a life long customer. Thank you for your professionalism and courtesy. 5+ star rating!!“ - Teri M.

“Bobby was wonderful. He arrived on time and went right to work. Did inside "before he got dirty doing gutters". Wore shoe covers in the house. Worked steadily and finished in a reasonable amount of time. The windows look great. He flushed the gutters and downspouts and asked to be sure he put debris in the proper location. He was pleasant and professional...“ - Judith C.
read more »

“They are AWESOME. As a business owner, I highly recommend them.“ - D. S.

“Great service and professionalism from the Fish Window Cleaning team. I will most definitely hire them again.“ - Pamela T.

“Our service was fantastic and I would recommend this company to anyone I know.“ - Michael H.

“Thank you for a very smooth cleaning which has no disruption of our everyday activities.“ - Dan B.

“Dustin was very polite and did an excellent job!“ - Cheryl B.

“Excellent service. Appreciated the education the cleaner provided to me (the etching on the windows from years of hard water stains). Super grateful Ian was responsive and flexible in scheduling our needs last minute. We will definitely be repeat customers!“ - Jenny C.

“Excellent service. Very professional. Very thorough cleaning job. Very pleasant gentlemen. Easy to schedule. I would highly recommend their services.“ - Mercedes D.

“As I was aware of the great work Fish Window Cleaning had done previously, I was more than happy to bring them back two years later. Excellent work, and they provided cost at same price as two years back. I am very pleased with their work and will have them back again. Great team that has been with Ian at least two years :)“ - Pamela T.

“Perfect, friendly, and professional.“ - Heinz L.

“Great to work with!“ - Deborah V.

“Kudos to Bobby - he was excellent!“ - Loretta M.

“Nick is wonderful and does a fantastic job!“ - Sarah H.

“Was very happy with the service. Windows looked great. No mess left behind.“ - Jamie D.

“Very communicative when service will be taken care of.“ - Shelly P.

“Very professional and respectful.“ - S.R.

“I have been using Fish Window Cleaning for at least 10 years. Very reliable company and easy to work with.“ - Judi M.

“Fantastic service. Very courteous too.“ - Mike G.

“Every time your cleaner comes to our home, he is courteous and efficient. I would recommend FISH to anyone.“ - Louis L.

“Blake was great! He was meticulous and did a perfect job!“ - Ed Z.

“Ian and his team are great. They clean the windows quickly and efficiently. Thanks.“ - Mercedes D.

“ON TIME AND COMPLETED AS REQUESTED.“ - Mark S.

“I would gladly recommend Fish Window Cleaning to everyone. I was treated with kindness and respect throughout the service. The young man that did the work was so thorough. I kept asking what I could do to help. His response every time was just sit back and relax and let him do everything. Not one thing was out of place when he finished. Very hard worker!“ - Elizabeth G.

“They do a great great job, cleaning the windows beautifully without making any mess.“ - Kimberly G.

“Completely satisfied with the work done and would use Fish Window Cleaning again. All screens were secured properly and windows locked when the worker was done. All window tracks were cleaned. Even our French doors were thoroughly cleaned. Glass is now shiny clean. Thank you!“ - Linda G.

“One young man spent the better part of a day on our windows, inside and out. He was very thorough and did not rush through the job, and icing on the cake, he was extremely courteous! Thanks FISH Team.“ - Cristina C.

“Great job! Will use your service again.“ - Linda M.

“The cleaner did a wonderful job!“ - Cathy L.

“Without hesitation, I will recommend Fish Window Cleaning. Dustin was a pleasure to have at our home. He works smart and efficiently and is a nice guy! The windows, 2 stories, in and out, sparkle!“ - Deborah Z.

“Justin was like a master artist; his work was very good.“ - Jason S.

“The entire experience with your company was wonderful, from the initial contact with Ian and subsequent home visit and estimate. Briana was extremely courteous arranging for the appointment and follow up. She answered my questions in a timely manner and sent emails and a reminder phone call. Dustin arrived as scheduled and did an excellent job...“ - Maureen B.
read more »

“The cleaner was very sweet and very professional. Exceptional job. Would highly recommend.“ - Tracy L.

“Dustin did an excellent job. Nice to have a window washer do windows by hand vs a machine that does get them clean and leaves spots.“ - Suzanne S.

“Dustin did a great job. Very professional and friendly. See ya soon. Thanks.“ - Mark G.

“Dustin did a wonderful job. Will use FISH again.“ - M.F.

“I highly recommend this company. The employees showed up on time and were extremely professional! Embraer looks forward to doing business with you in the future.“ - Jay H.

“Professional and excellent work.“ - Jo-Anne H.

“Professional, precise, and a great job!“ - Debi W.

“First impressions are not only important but usually accurate. I knew I picked the right contractor, and the proof was in the pudding.“ - Scott M.

“Great work.“ - Richard O.

“My technician was phenomenal!!! I've not had such a professional experience with my home that has ever been this fantastic!!! We will be scheduling services quarterly!!!! Thank you!!!!“ - Mary C.

“Dustin was extremely professional and did an excellent job on our windows.“ - LuAnn D.

“Ian was responsive and helpful to my needs and scheduling. Dustin was thoroughly prompt, respectful, and pleasant to have working in my home. He did an amazing job; I never thought my view through my windows and patio doors could be so clear. He did an amazing job preparing and cleaning my brand-new patio doors after their installation. Yes, I will call them back for routine services.“ - Ken C.

“Great communication and service.“ - Vincent I.
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	Customer Pledge of Satisfaction

	We pledge to provide the highest value in window cleaning service. We will deliver superior service to every customer, every time.

We know the level of service we provide enhances the quality image of our customers. Clean windows can make a huge difference in the atmosphere of your home, and it can be an essential element in the appearance of your business. Whether at work or at home, you can rest assured that your windows will be cleaned by an insured and bonded professional window cleaner.

We can also clean your gutters, mirrors, ceiling fans, and more. When you choose FISH, you won’t have to deal with the headache of those hard to reach spots or 3rd story windows. You will also have the benefit of custom scheduling plans, and we accept all major credit cards. Let the nation’s leader in window cleaning brighten your world today!
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	 “The windows were so clean that it looked like there was no glass. We were extremely happy and the price was great for the amount of windows in our house...”
   - Michele

	 	 “I did not have to tell him what needed to be done. He went right to work and his work was excellent and I have already told my friends. I would not ever do my own windows again!!”
   - Joanne C.
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	Employment Opportunities

	The window of opportunity is open! Learn a valuable and fun skill while gaining a further understanding of how a local business operates to help advance your career. Fish Window Cleaning franchise locations are looking for new team members who have a sincere desire to make the world a little brighter.  
Apply Now
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